
We believe in better events

What are products?

Understanding products

How do products work?

How do product forms work?

How the category questions work with 
awards nomination products?

A product represents either an awards entry, table booking, event attendance,
exhibition registration or an arbitrary item. 

Products need to be created whether they are free or paid for. 

With the exclusion of AWARDS NOMINATION PRODUCTS
all other products require a PRODUCT FORM. 

TRANSACTION FLOW

TRANSACTION FLOW

PRODUCT FORM FOR TABLE BOOKINGS
What information would you like about the people attending the event.

This information is separate from personal details and invoice details of the booker.

PRODUCT FORM FOR EVENT ATTENDANCE
What information would you like about the attendee.

Do you need dietary requirements? Do you want to know their interests? 

Once the Awards Nomination Products have been created.
The categories will appear in the AWARDS, CATEGORIES section in Evessio.

Here you will be able to add the questions for the nomination process.
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Setting products

Product forms

Awards category questions

Products

Software for the smarter event organiser

Making products available
Finally you will need to add the product(s) to a page for the

user to be able to add the items to their basket and complete.

5 Adding products to pages
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YOUR PAGE ADD THE PRODUCT(S)

Body

Header

Footer

PRODUCT PRODUCT FORM PERSONAL DETAILS INVOICE DETAILS SUMMARY

PRODUCT CATEGORY QUESTIONS PERSONAL DETAILS INVOICE DETAILS SUMMARY

 Set a price value

 Set open and close dates

 Add sponsors

 Apply discount

 Manage VAT rules

 Add shipping and handling instructions

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Careful consideration must be taken with these forms. What fi elds should be mandatory. 
Mandatory fi elds will need to be complete before the booking can be made. Event 
Attendance, it is logical to make the fi elds mandatory before the booking can be made.
However for table bookings it is likely the booker will not have the details of the people attending 
the event. Therefore making these fi elds mandatory would hinder the booking process. The booker 
is able to complete the attendee details at a later stage by logging into their account.


